
PRESIDENT’S LETTER
	 	 	 	 Hi eager members!

	 	 	 	 I hope you are all 
	 	 	 	 enjoying the fall 2013 
	 	 	 	 semester as much as I 
	 	 	 	 am. I hope you are 
	 	 	 	 learning more about 
	 	 	 	 the Temple University 
	 	 	 	 Chapter of  PRSSA 
	 	 	 	 and the amazing 
	 	 	 	 benefits that it offers. I 
want to thank and welcome each and every one of  you. We 
have many new members this semester which brings many 
new and fresh ideas to our chapter. Having 130 members, 
our chapter is the largest ever and by far the most 
successful.

So far this semester, we have had speakers from different 
areas of  PR as well as professional development sessions 
such as resume and cover letter writing workshops. Each of  
these meetings are time for the chapter to learn and grow as 
young PR professionals. Based off  the live tweeting and use 
of  this semester’s official hashtag, #imPRoveyourself, I can 
tell everyone is taking advantage of  these opportunities and 
truly growing. 

Our theme of  “improving yourself ” has been a great way to 
tie together what we are doing as a chapter. Not only are we 
learning during our 45 minute meetings, we are 
supplementing that knowledge with writing for national 
outlets, participating in various Twitter chats and attending 
national events. With over 40 students at the PRSSA 
National Conference, we showed the United States and 
PRSSA as a whole who we are as a chapter and how we are 
ready to improve ourselves in any and every way. We have 
mastered the elevator pitch, the networking, the business 
card and the live tweeting, and there is always room for 
more improvement.

As the semester closes, I ask you to always continue to 
improve yourself  as a student, young professional and as a 
brand. Continue to participate in PRSSA, on multiple 
levels. We will be bringing in a variety of  speakers in the 
spring to help you figure out exactly what it is you want to 
do and helping you land those dream jobs and internships. 
This semester has been amazing and leading has been a 
wonderful opportunity, as I see members represent Temple 
PRSSA as PRoud PR students, eager to learn and always 
expanding their skill set.

Best,

Brianna Rooney, President
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Our chapter presence on social media, including Twitter, 
Facebook and Instagram is ever-increasing, with a growing 
rate of  member interactions, likes, retweets and followers. 
Through different social media campaigns, such as using 
hashtags like #ImPRoveYourself  and #TempleTakesNC, 
members have been able to remain connected with events and 
updates of  our chapter. 

We’ve begun using a cut-out Instagram board that members 
can take their pictures with in order to increase activity with 
picture uploads. We are able to keep members up to date with 

meeting locations, times, guest speakers and events through 
these social media platforms, which is something that has 
proved to be incredibly beneficial to our chapter. 

We encouraged member participation in the PRSSA National 
Conference Twitter chat in October 2013. The Twitter chat 
offered a way for members to prepare for conference and 
engage with fellow PRSSA members in discussion of  tips for 
success and best practices in making the most of  National 
Conference opportunities. As a way to help members answer 
questions professionally while also having fun, we organized 
an event called “Tweets and Treats”, in which we met in the 
student center to participate in the twitter chat while eating 
delicious cookies! Our president, Brianna Rooney, baked the 
cookies herself, which spelled out “Tweets and Treats” in 
icing. A picture of  these cookies was Instagrammed by 
PRSSA National’s account, which was incredible for our 
chapter. 

For homecoming in October, we also organized a great 
interactive scavenger hunt for members to participate in while 
at the game and other homecoming activities. We’ve had a lot 
of  success with our social media within the past couple of  
months and we hope to host many more interactive and fun 
ways for members to stay connected. Be sure to like us on 
Facebook and follow us on Twitter and Instagram! 
@TemplePRSSA

SOCIAL MEDIA UPDATE
By Tyler Cameron
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FUNDRAISING UPDATE
By Darwin Paz

This semester, the fundraising committee has successfully 
implemented three fundraising programs such as PRSSSA’s 
Fall Fashion Sale, $1 Grilled Cheese Sale, and the 
Halloween Bake Sale, and launched a crowd-funding 
campaign through Temple’s OwlCrowd.

At our Fall Fashion Sale, members had the opportunity to 
donate clothing they no longer wore to sell towards PRSSA 
funds. Donated clothing from our members made the 
hangers priced at reasonable amount students could afford. 
After our sale, members donated all remaining clothing to 
charity.

Our $1 Grill Cheese Sale was a successful collaborative 
effort between Temple Democratic Socialists and Temple 
PRSSA. Working together, our organizations put together a 
charity show performed by local artists to raise funds to 
assist homeless people in North Philadelphia. During this 
event, our chapter set up a grill cheese booth to raise funds 
specifically for PRSSA.

For PRSSA’s Halloween Bale Sale, members were 
encouraged to get creative with their donated baked goods. 
Some members took this as a chance to queue up fall 
favorites on Pinterest, mixing up a batch of  their most 
desired confection to sell at our bake sale. The bake sale 

yielded a 500% profit increase from the previous year’s 
highest grossing bake sale.

In preparation of  Temple PRSSA’s Invitational in the 
spring semester, our fundraising committee is pioneering the 
opportunities of  crowd funding, through Temple 
University’s OwlCrowd. The team plans to use this tool to 
reach out to professionals in the public relations community, 
to provide them the opportunity to donate funds to making 
this event a reality.  On November 18th, PRSSA’s 
OwlCrowd site went live and so did our committee’s largest 
outreach initiative in many years. 

PRSSA’s fundraising committee is devoted to creating a 
solid financial foundation for the future development of  our 
chapter. We are looking forward to creating more events to 
raise funds for PRSSA in the upcoming semesters!



PROWL 
PUBLIC 
RELATIONS 
UPDATE
By Kaitlyn Sutton

PRowl Public Relations has been 
busy at work this fall with five clients 
including Temple University 
Television (TUTV), The Department 
of  Strategic Communication, 
University Communication and new 
clients including the School of  
Media and Communication Alumni 
Association and Bennett Compost. 

We began this semester with the 
highest number of  staff  member 
applicants, 63 in total, and were 
beyond thrilled to offer 14 of  them 
positions to join the elite. 

With growing numbers of  clients and 
staff, creativity has been on the 
forefront of  the semester with 
innovative ideas. PRowl is also 
excited to announce that we were 
able to send almost all of  our 32-
person staff  to the 2013 PRSSA 
National Conference this past 
October. 

Interested in becoming a member of  
PRowl Public Relations? PRowl is 
looking to hire for the spring 
semester. Members create and 
execute public relations campaigns, 
form valuable relationships with 
professionals in the Philadelphia 
area, apply their classroom 
knowledge in a real-world setting, 
become part of  an interactive 
communications process and prepare 
for life beyond graduation. Please 
contact Firm Director, Kaitlyn 
Sutton, at kaitlyn.sutton@temple.edu 
with your resume to schedule an 
interview. 

COMMUNITY 
SERVICE 
UPDATE
By Caitlin Kummeth

This past semester, Temple PRSSA has 
participated in a wide variety of  
community service events and initiatives 
as we are always eager to extend a 
helping hand.

We were happy to continue supporting 
Philabundance, sending volunteers to 
sort, package and ship food to those who 
face hunger every day in the Delaware 
Valley.  Members also volunteered at the 
National Kidney Foundation Walk this 
October at the Philadelphia Zoo. At this 
event, we were supporting people like 
Bentley, a 13-year-old boy we met who 
was diagnosed with kidney disease. 
Meeting individuals like him is an 
inspiration for us to continue 
volunteering and we were happy to have 
been able to support this great cause for 
children like him fighting the disease.

Temple PRSSA also organized and 
hosted “Owls for Alex”, a walk on
Temple’s track, benefiting Alex’s 
Lemonade Stand. 

Student organizations joined us on 
September 29, to raise $1,985.00 in 
honor of  my late cousin, Theodore 
Burton. I am committed to bringing 
“Owls for Alex” back next year and 
adopting it as a chapter cause.

PRSSA and PRowl recently teamed 
up to help Julian Thompson, a little 
boy who was diagnosed with stage-4 
neuroblastoma. Together, both 
organizations made cards, bought 
candy and happily presented him 
with a Halloween basket on October 
29th at a Philadelphia Flyers game, 
one of  Julian’s favorite teams. (Pictured 
right).

On Saturday November 9, PRSSA 
members supported the Purple Stride 
Foundation at the Pancreatic Cancer 
walk, where volunteers bundled up, 
directed and cheered on participants. 
To begin to wrap up our semester, we 
have our American Cross Blood 
Drive on Wednesday, December 4. We 
are eager to complete our goal of  40 
donors- saving up to 120 lives. 

To finish off  the semester, each 
committee will be adopting a Christmas 
wish list for children suffering from 
childhood cancer. We are excited to 

partner with Kisses for Kyle Foundation 
to help bring the holiday spirit to all.

Ultimately, I would like to thank our 
faculty, executive board and members 
who have continued to show the 
importance of  giving back to the 
community. 
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PRowl Public Relations is Temple 

University's first and only student 

run PR firm. 

Mission: To provide clients with 

comprehensive PR strategies and 

solutions, to offer Temple Public Relations 

Student Society of  America (PRSSA) 

members the opportunity to apply their 

knowledge and gain experience beyond 

the classroom, and to build credibility 

while forming lasting student-client 

relationships.

mailto:kaitlyn.sutton@temple.edu
mailto:kaitlyn.sutton@temple.edu


Each semester continues to 
bring enthusiastic new students 
to our ever-growing chapter. 
However, navigating the major 
and the opportunities available 
to one, both in and outside of  
the college, can sometimes be a 
little daunting and this is where 
the mentorship program comes 
in. This semester marks the 
seventh semester of  the 
mentorship program with 27 
matches made this fall. The 
mentorship program matches 
up an experienced 
upperclassmen or executive 
board members with a younger 
PRSSA member and helps to 
create a relationship where the 
mentor helps the mentee 
navigate through his or her 
public relations journey here at 
Temple. 

Caitlin Kummeth, our 
Director of  Community 
Service, is currently working 
with two mentees, Emily 
Charles and Alissa Steele 
(pictured below). So far, Caitlin 
has been working to find them 
different public relations 
volunteer opportunities, as well 
as helping both of  them to 
hone in on their shared non-
profit interests.

“I love the mentorship 
program!” Alissa explained, “I 
think it's a great way to get 
comfortable with the people in 

your major and a great way to 
meet people. I love having Cait 
as my mentor; we have a lot of  
fun and she has shown me a lot 
about all of  the things you can 
do with PR. She brought me 
along to volunteer for an event 
with Variety [The Children’s 
Charity] and it was so much 
fun!”

This semester, Caitlin has 
helped Alissa with her resume 
and working with her on her 
search to find an internship. 
With Emily, Caitlin has been 
working to find her more 
volunteer opportunities; Emily 
also attended the Variety 
volunteer event alongside 
Caitlin and Alissa.

Having both been a mentee 
and a mentor now, Caitlin 
stated, “I personally find the 
mentorship program to be a 
valuable asset in PRSSA. It 
gives both mentors and 
mentees an opportunity to 
build a relationship, share 
insightful PR tips and grow 
from one another.”

When asked about the 
mentorship program, Emily 
said, "The program is 
extremely beneficial. It's so fun 
having someone more 
experienced to go out with and 
talk about PR. It's also a great 
way to help you get involved.”

MENTORSHIP 
PROGRAM UPDATE
By Rachel Draghi
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Caitlin 
Kummeth 
poses with 
mentees Alissa 
Steele and 
Emily Charles 
as they 
volunteer at 
Adventure 
Aquarium for a 
PR event with 
Variety: A 
Children’s 
Charity Event

PROGRAMMING 
UPDATE
By Allie Antenucci

Temple PRSSA has been busy with planning 
ways to get our members interacting and 
learning! For Temple’s homecoming game, 
PRSSA got our members and alumni active on 
social media with a Temple-themed Instagram 
photo challenge. Members and alumni were 
encouraged to use the hashtag 
#HOMECOMINGHUNT. The pre-
Homecoming event gave current members an 
opportunity to network with any alumni.

Giving PRSSA members a chance to see the 
industry from the other side, our chapter hosted 
a professional journalist panel on November 12. 
Temple PRSSA invited four established 
journalists from some of  Philadelphia’s best 
television networks and newspapers. Our 
panelists included Mike Strug, David Lee 
Preston, Diane Masrull and Rosemary Connors. 
Students were able ask questions ranging from 
how the relationship between journalists and 
PR professionals works, what they look for in 
pitches and the common misconceptions on 
how journalists view those in the PR field. 

We look forward to continuing to host great 
events that give our members opportunities to 
learn and develop professionally next semester. 



Jessica Lawlor, Temple PRSSA’s 2010 
chapter president has landed PRSSA’s 
Alumni Spotlight due to her hard work 
and dedication in the public relations 
field, involvement in the PR community 
and outstanding personal branding 
skills.  During her college career, Jessica 
had three internships, including 
LevLane Advertising, Come 
Recommended and the American 

Cancer Society. She also completed 
freelance public relations work for a 
debut author, and worked part-time at 
Temple University’s Writing Center to 
improve her writing and editing skills. 
Since then, Jessica landed her first full-
time job in the real world as the 
Marketing and Communications 
Coordinator at Visit Bucks County, the 
official tourism promotion agency for 
Bucks County, PA. 

Jessica’s public relations work does not 
stop there. She is extremely involved in 
the Philadelphia PR community where 
she serves as the Vice President of  
Communications for the Philadelphia 
Public Relations Association (PPRA). 
Prior to her PPRA position, Jessica 
served as the co-chair of  the Young 
Professionals committee for the Public 
Relations Society of  America. She is still 
an active member of  the organization 
today. 

With a full- time job, and involvement 
in the public relations community, 
Jessica has still found time to market 

herself  with her personal brand. Jessica 
has created her own website, where she 
manages her own blog 
(jessicalawlor.com) and an e-newsletter 
focusing on “getting gutsy” and leaving 
your comfort zone in order to 
accomplish your goals. Jessica says 
having your own platform to showcase 
your work, expertise and passion is the 
perfect way to develop your personal 
brand and impress potential employers. 

By continuing her involvement in the 
public relations community after 
college, Jessica has been able to expand 
her network and continue developing 
her skills outside her career. While 
reflecting on her involvement with 
PRSSA, she says, “From the leadership 
skills I developed serving on PRSSA’s e-
board to the connections I made with 
professors, and fellow students, PRSSA 
shaped my college experience and 
helped me land new internships, jobs 
and opportunities.” Jessica encourages 
PRSSA members to get involved, make 
connections and serve on a committee 
to jumpstart your PR career.

ALUMNI UPDATE
By Amanda White
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SPEAKER SPOTLIGHT: REBECCA TIMMS
By Rene Cosides

One of  the speakers who came to a PRSSA meeting this 
year who really gave me the push to “imPRove myself ” was 
Rebecca Timms, the public relations coordinator for the 
Philadelphia 76ers.

Her story demonstrated how hard she worked in order to 
get the dream job she has today. Being a big sports fan, this 
job was something she dreamed about since her 
undergraduate studies at Rowan University. Working her 
way up to the top throughout college, she became the 
National President of  PRSSA. This was a huge opportunity 
for her because she was able to learn many skills from that 
position. To me, becoming the National President of  
PRSSA seems impossible, but she encouraged us to take 
every opportunity that is thrown our way.

Rebecca assured, “No opportunity is too small.” She said as  
long as we have a positive attitude, pay attention to detail 
and had a willingness to learn, we would go far in our 
careers as public relations professionals. She believed having 
two or three quality internships would be enough 
experience to apply to an entry-level position in the 

workforce.  Rebecca also suggested beginning a PR career 
at an agency because it allows you to work in PR, even if  
you do not know exactly what you want to do, you get a 
taste of  a little bit of  everything there. 

Rebecca Timms shared her story with us and proved 
dreams are attainable if  you are willing to put the work in. 
This inspired me to work harder in my studies and apply for 
better internships, becoming that much closer to scoring my 
dream job. 

http://jessicalawlor.com
http://jessicalawlor.com


The practice of  public relations is about 
connecting with others and building and 
maintaining relationships. PRSSA’s 
National Conference gave our chapter 
an opportunity to network and build 
life-long relationships. From October 25 
through the 29, PRSSA chapters from 
all over the country gathered at the 
Lowes Philadelphia Hotel for a weekend 
of  networking and professional 
development. With Conference being 
held right in our backyard of  Center 
City, we were able to have over 40 
members attend. 

Throughout the weekend, professionals 
from different areas of  the industry 
spoke about their role in the business 
and presented tips for students’ future 
success. The two keynote speakers of  
the National Conference were Mary 
Henige from General Motors Company, 
and Mary Beth West of  Mary Beth West 
Communications. Both presenters 
shared their wealth of  experience and 
wisdom in the PR industry. By listening 
to these experts of  communication 
speak about what they have learned 
during their professional careers, 
students were able to gain an insight of  
what public relations is like in the “real 
world.”

Temple University was not only 
represented by the students of  PRSSA, 
but also by alumni who were selected to 
host sessions. “Temple Made” Rakia 
Reynolds and Jason Mollica were 
featured speakers. Temple University 
faculty member, Amanda Bednar, also 

spoke at the conference, in a session 
about non-profit public relations. 

While the PRSSA National Conference 
was taking place, the PRSA 2013 
International Conference was being 
held across the street at the Marriott 
Hotel. Students of  PRSSA were invited 
to attend two of  the general sessions 
hosted by PRSA. During these sessions, 
we had the opportunity to observe what 
public relations professionals are 
learning about and what all of  us can do 
to make a better future for the industry. 

Collectively, we greatly benefited from 
the conference’s sessions; however, it 
wasn’t all work and no play. Students 
enjoyed a 1920s themed social with lots 
of  food, music, and dancing. During the 
evening, fun and networking took place. 
Overall, the week was filled with the 
chance to bond as a PRSSA chapter, as 
well as learn and improve as a public 
relations student. 
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OF THE 2013 PRSSA NATIONAL CONFERENCE
By Merideth Ketterer

According to the PRSSA website, 
over 11,000 students are members of  
PRSSA. The majority of  these 
students apply for internships during 
their time at college. After 
graduation, how can we stand out in 
order to get a job?

It’s not enough to only have 
classroom knowledge. If  we don’t 
engage in leadership positions within 
PR organizations, then we need to 
show a unique side of  ourselves that 
can be transferred over to PR in 
another way. This is where our 
passions come into play. 

If  you know where within PR you 
want to go, then think of  ways to 
expand on your goal. For instance, if  
you want to go into fashion PR, try 
taking fashion business and design 
classes or enter the retail industry. To 
stand out to executives, it looks better 
to have experience demonstrating 
your passion for the field.

If  you have particular interests, but 
do not know where in PR you want 
to go, your passions can work as a 

personal guide. I have always had a 
strong love of  cultures and world 
languages. I did research and learned 
about multicultural affairs within 
corporate communications and PR. 
Since I now know where I want to go 
with PR, I have been getting involved 
with many cultural, foreign language 
and PR activities to “imPRove 
myself ” on both ends.

Regardless of  where your PR studies 
may take you, your passions will 
always play a role in your decisions. 
Let these passions imPRove yourself  
by building up your resume and 
showing off  how well-rounded and 
passionate you are. The competition 
is fierce, but your passions can be the 
one thing to push you above and 
beyond to reach your PR dreams.

MAKE AN IMPRESSION
By Mikayla Appell



Being any kind of  
communication studies 
major sets high expectations 
for employers during 
interviews. We are expected 
to communicate our 
answers effectively and 
present ourselves with the 
upmost professionalism. 

Here are a few do’s and 
don’ts of  getting 
interviewed that will show 
employers you are a serious 
contender:

DON’T “wing it.” It’s 
important to practice and 
come prepared in an 
interview. Employers want 
to know you will take the 
position seriously.
DO research the company. 
Find out background 
information about the 
company and any recent 
news. It will show that you 
are knowledgeable and have 
a real interest in being a 
part of  the company.

DON’T be afraid of  the 
handshake. You may be 
afraid of  hurting the other 
person’s hand, but not 
having a strong handshake 
can hurt your chances 
getting the position.
DO worry about your 
appearance. Your clothes 
will be one of  the first 

impressions you make. 
Avoid bold colors and 
prints. Focus on standing 
out in your answers rather 
than your outfit.

DON’T throw in any old 
writing sample. Take the 
time to read what you’ve 
written.
DO bring in hardcopies 
and an AP Stylebook. Bring 
in hardcopies of  your 
resume, writing samples 
and your availability. 
Having an AP Stylebook 
will help if  you have to 
write something on the 
spot.

DON’T forget to ask 
questions. Without asking 
questions at the end, you 
will appear uninterested 
and unexperienced.
DO ask questions about 
your position. Try avoid 
asking generic, “What’s 
your favorite part about 
your job?” questions. Pay 
attention to stories or news 
the interviewer has shared 
and ask a question to show 
you were listening.

We can’t control who will 
be chosen for the position, 
but with these tips we can 
control how well we do in 
an interview.

PROSPERITY IN 
INTERVIEWS
By Lizz Vo
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3 TOP FIVE MUST-HAVES 
FOR PROFESSIONAL 
NETWORKING
By Jaime Martorana

Whether it’s at National Conference, the annual 
Careers 101 event or simply a PRSSA chapter meeting,  
networking can be both a slightly daunting and 
intimidating task. This article presents the top five tips 
for making a professional first impression and 
maintaining it after the initial contact is made.

1. Professional Attire: At an event, before a future 
employer or PR professional even glances at your 
resume, the first thing they will notice is your 
wardrobe. There are a few versatile pieces that 
should be in ones closet, such as a blazer, dress 
pants and a white collar shirt .Brand yourself  as 
professional from the beginning.

2. Business Cards: Business cards are a convenient 
networking tool that can be an extension of  your 
personal brand.  Include complete contact 
information and a visual or design to make yours 
stand out.

3. Questions to Ask: Having some questions ready 
will help make your conversation flow and 
eliminate any awkward moments. With another 
PRSSA member, student, or professional, ask 
about their history in the industry and any advice 
they may have from this experience.  Make sure 
you are prepared to discuss yourself  as well. 

4. Professional Resume: If  you bring copies of  
your resume, make sure they are up-to-date and 
completely error free. Highlight your achievements 
in a way that makes employers aware of  your 
qualifications right off  the bat!

5. LinkedIn Account: Last, but certainly not least, 
is to have a LinkedIn account. LinkedIn, a social 
networking site for professionals, is the first source 
future employers will go to when looking into your 
online presence. Having an updated and complete 
LinkedIn account provides one with the 
opportunity to list additional experiences without a 
one page limit. 



When I made the decision to go to community college after 
graduating from high school, I was unaware of  any type of  
public relations organization. After transferring to Temple 
University, I was excited to discover PRSSA and everything it 
has to offer.

Thanks to PRSSA, I am gaining hands-on experience in the 
public relations industry and am surrounded by students who 
share the same interests. The e-board and members inspire 
me to want to improve my writing skills and encourage me to 
set career goals for myself. During my time at community 
college, I had only a basic understanding of  communications 
and no idea of  what I wanted to pursue within the study. 
When I came to Temple and found strategic communication, 
PRSSA helped me find my love for the public relations 
industry.

PRSSA brings in acclaimed speakers to discuss the “real 
world” of  PR. The organization also helps members approve 
their professional skills such as social media presence and 

resume building. By learning how to present myself  
professionally and the secrets speakers have shared, I feel 
more confident going into the PR field. Without PRSSA, my 
knowledge would be limited to what I learn in my classes. 
Now as a proud member, I can truly expand my knowledge 
and network with real PR practitioners and dedicated 
students in the club. 

Even though my time in PRSSA has only been a few short 
months, I know that I will continue my participation in this 
excellent organization until graduation, so that I may improve 
myself  to the fullest. What matters in the long run isn’t the 
duration of  time spent in PRSSA, it’s the quality of  effort put 
into being there.

PRAISING PRSSA
By Hannah Litchfield
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FIRST IMPRESSIONS OF PRSSA 
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
By Patricia Murray

As a freshman coming to Temple, I was anxious to 
begin my journey to becoming “Temple Made.” I 
thought the best way to do this was to immediately 
delve right into public relations by joining PRSSA. 
Since joining, I have realized what I am passionate 
about in the field of  public relations and how to go 
about accomplishing goals in the next four years. 

So far, I have been trying to take every opportunity 
PRSSA offers to get involved, so when I heard 
about being able to volunteer at National 
Conference, I jumped at the chance to attend. 
Volunteers were given the duty of  representing 
Temple at their booth in the exhibition room, 
distributing surveys to attendees and being able to 
discuss the School of  Media and Communications 
Masters and Ph.D program. 

However, as a freshman, just being able to walk 
around and observe the conference was a lesson in 
itself. While walking through the exhibition room, 
I observed everything from graduate schools 
programs, how to professionally interact with 
others and how different technology can be used 
for a public relations purpose. 

I was also lucky enough to watch the keynote 
speaker Brian Solis, Principal of  the Altimeter 
Group speak. During his speech, Solis quoted 
Maya Angelou saying, “People will forget what you 
said, people will forget what you did, but people 
will never forget how you made them feel.” This 
really stood out to me, because I was able to 
remember the power of  the field of  public 
relations and why I am so passionate in beginning 
a career in it. 

Having the opportunity to attend National 
Conference, even just for one day, was an 
invigorating experience and I am so lucky to have 
had the privilege of  being surrounded so many 
successful professionals, passionate about the 
field. Between joining PRSSA and attending 
National Conference, it is easy to see how even as a 
freshman, I can get started now and continue to 
hone in on and develop my passions in the next 
four years, as I continue down the path to being 
“Temple Made.”



PRACTICE WHAT YOU PREACH
By Robert Skvarla
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As humans we are prone to looking for quick solutions. As 
PR professionals, we are often tasked with time-sensitive 
responsibilities requiring immediate action. In the rush to 
success, we often find creative ways of  convincing ourselves 
to lapse ethical boundaries, but this line of  thinking neglects 
that even in today’s fractured communications environment, 
we are not alone. Everything we do, every message we craft 
and transmit, will touch and affect others, so these 
boundaries exist to protect not just us but our audiences.

So, how then do we do “good?” In three steps we can 
ensure every message we craft holds to this principle.

Step One: Commit. This could be as simple as crafting a 
personal motto, such as the physician’s oath of  “Do no 
harm.” Of  course, this is only the start. We must also put 
those concepts into practice. Left to answer only to 
ourselves, we will often find ways to rationalize breaking 
promises we make. When we bring others in and make 
them a part of  this commitment process, we find it much 
harder to make questionable decisions.

Step Two: Reflect. Every task has its own unique problems 
and temptations. Can you see ahead of  time where you 

might be tempted to take a shortcut? If  so, then so do 
others; and if  not immediately, then potentially down the 
road. Consider that shortcuts are not always solutions but 
rather stop-gaps we put in place to pass the problem onto 
someone else.

Step Three: Act. Simple enough, right?

Ultimately, these steps all come back to a central concept: 
personal accountability. As PR professionals we must be 
willing to accept we are solely responsible for the messages 
we communicate.

NEWS FLASH
By Kaitlyn Mashack

As aspiring public relations professionals, we are constantly 
told the importance of  keeping up with current events. 
However, as college students with many commitments, this 
can sometimes prove to be a daunting task. Knowledge of  
what is going on in the world is a simple step that will 
improve your performance in classes, internships, and the 
workforce later in life.

• Classes: Staying on top of  the news can help you 
apply and further analyze the topics you are 
learning to real-life situations. This can allow you 
to perform better in class and maximize the 
learning experience.

• Internships: Knowledge of  the news can impress 
your supervisor. For instance, if  you are aware of  
something that may affect the organization you are 
interning for and your supervisors overlook it, 
point this out to illustrate your professionalism and 
value. 

• Interviews: Knowing what is happening in the 
world can set you apart from other candidates and 
may help you land that first job out of  college. 
Employers may ask to discuss news headlines from 
that day and analyze them from a PR perspective 

and being prepared to do so can make or break the 
interview.

• Workforce: Even after attaining that job, an 
employee who follows the news on a regular basis 
proves to be an asset to a company, no matter what 
field you go into. In public relations, current events 
often provide a “news hook” for PR materials, 
giving the material an interesting perspective. 
Along with that, it can allow you to monitor what 
customers are saying about your client or to help 
predict a crisis before it is going to happen. 

After reading this article, I hope you now know how 
important it is to make news a habit in your daily routine, 
get your news from a variety of  sources, and discuss your 
ideas about the news you find with others. Keeping up with 
current events will certainly imPRove your performance!



Ever hear of  the saying, “you can’t teach 
an old dog new tricks?” Well, that's how 
I feel sometimes. As a junior in college 
studying public relations and not having 
had any internships yet, I feel behind on 
my game. You could say I feel like an 
old dog that is incapable of  learning 
new tricks. However, with the help of  
PRSSA and the experiences I have 
gained being in the organization, I am 
ready to "imPRove myself" and propel 
into the world of  PR.

Don’t get me wrong; I’m not as 
unmotivated as I sound. I have had an 
internship; it just didn’t pertain to PR in 
a traditional way. Also, as a Diamond 
Peer Teacher, I aided a past professor in 

helping teach a humanities course to 
freshmen here at Temple University. If  
that doesn’t sound like a challenge to 
you, then please tell me what does. 
Through this experience, I improved my 
public speaking and interpersonal 
communication skills drastically. But 
now it’s crunch time. I decided joining 
Temple’s chapter of  PRSSA would be 
not only a learning opportunity, but a 
way to gain an impressive edge on my 
competition.

The importance of  keeping up with 
social media was never really apparent 
to me until after I joined PRSSA. I 
knew it was the beginning of  a new age, 
but it is becoming increasingly more 
essential in the public relations world. 

Messages are being converted to reach 
audiences through Facebook, Twitter 
and Instagram constantly. How can 
Instagram possibly be an asset to a PR 
agency? Remember, a picture can speak 
a thousand tweets. One can easily use 
Twitter to his or her advantage by just 
clicking ‘Follow’, making connections 
and keeping yourself  updated about a 
company/agency you’d like to work. 
Also, don’t forget to hashtag, hashtag, 
hashtag: #imPRoveyourself.

So, let’s recap. Join PRSSA. Go to as 
many guest speaker appearances as you 
can. Learn how to use social media to 
your advantage. Maybe I’m not such an 
old dog after all. 

A REFLECTION ON JOINING PRSSA AS AN 
UPPERCLASSMAN
By Sarah Janiszewski
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When most public relations students sit in classes or professional organizations, they hear about the importance of  internships 
in gaining real-world experience and industry knowledge. Typically, internships are only for a semester long, so you can move 
on and try something new.  However, I interned at the same place for a year and I can say, it is one of  the most beneficial 
things I have ever done and would suggest it to you too!  Here are some of  the reasons that interning at the same place for a 
year will increase your internship experience.

1. You become part of  the family. If  you’re interning at a large company, you may not get to know the 
entire staff  over a semester. However, by being there a whole year, you will have more opportunities to form 
relationships with the entire team. This is a great opportunity to take on tasks within other departments and 
gain new skills.

2. You see a project start to finish.  When you only intern for a semester, you may not see projects you had 
worked on come to fruition. By being there a year, you will get the opportunity to finish a project in full, as 
well as creating and executing your own projects.

3. It shows dedicated and uniqueness.  By showing potential employers you stayed at the same place for a 
year, it shows that you made an impression and are a dedicated team member. Not everyone can say they’ve 
interned for a year, which will give you an edge in a competitive job market.

The secret to interning at the same company for over a year? Just ask! Chances are if  you want to stay, your employer also wants 
you to stay as well. Staying on with a company will help you form strong professional relationships, give you a wide range of  
experiences and position yourself  as a capable and dependable worker.

SHOULD I STAY OR SHOULD I GO?
By Jackie Grillo


